Inversion

Physicists know the term: inversion. A frequency above the zero line is inverted by placing the same
frequency below the zero line. In mathematics, a plus two and a minus-two result in zero. Both
frequencies cancel each other out and become ineffective. They are nullified or neutralized. We can also
say both frequencies are harmonized in the Hyperspace( information level). Since information cannot be
deleted, because the information remains in the quantum physical space, one has to nullify it.
!

destructive interference

Result = 0

Destructive interference occurs when the wave crests of one wave hit the troughs of the other wave.
This creates a wave with a smaller amplitude. If the two waves have the same amplitude, they cancel
each other out and a wave with the amplitude sum 0 = 0 is created.
One can ot erase information. One has to nullify them.
!

!
Nullification includes radiation
from cell phones, networks, the earth, reception antennas and reception
antennas, reception dishes, electricity networks, the electric smog, electronic smog, and much more. To
put it simply, it could be said that practically everything that man has created with his “inventive spirit” in
! an unnatural effect on living things and
the industrial age that is related to electricity in some way had
typically have negative effects
on health.
!

! is sensible nor healthy.
Not everything man invents

Some inventions are entertaining, some sexy, some practical sometimes practical, but ultimately they are
hostile to survival. IPC is pleased to offer products that support biological health.

For more information please see my videos, talk shows, seminars, and both websites listed on page 1.

I developed with ProtectPro my own propriertary inversion technology that neutralizes harmful effects
from disruptive objects whether from cell phone networls (1G, 2G, G3, 4G or the new 5G) or any other
harmful radiation source and eliminates negative effects on biological entities.
!

I call my products quantum physical computers. They have been programmed, based on many years of
!
experience and research, and these programs are integrated into my products. We have analyzed and
probed all influences and included in the program those things that can have an adverse effect on our
biological systems. The extensive programming covers nearly every source of frequencies that are
known to be harmful to biological entities.
!
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